in G/2 = \x e RN \ 2x e G\. fix) = f Neix'ldpit) for all x £ G.
JR
One main purpose of this paper is to prove that if / is a continuous radial function on a ball G = SN(a) = \x £ RN| \x\ < a\, 0 < a < 00, such that for all radial functions </> e C°?(G/2): Indeed
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Sg/ 2 fe/7 f{x -y){~ MM<rMy> dx dy = fG f(x)((-Ac/j) * <p*)(x) dx = fGf(x)L%*€){x)dx-t ÍG/2ÍG/2 f(x-y)cf>Jx)eïTy)dxdy 7=1 ' i=l l for c/> e C^(G/2). Here </> (x) = c/6(-x) and * denotes convolution.
Since for a continuous radial function / condition (2) clearly implies (3) and (6), our theorem not only yields the theorem of Rudin but actually strongly improves it.
If N = 1, the first part of our theorem, viz. (3) => (4) In a sequel to this paper the main results of §5 will be further extended. shall denote by (x , x) its value at the point x of E. If A; E -> E is a continuous linear mapping of a locally convex space E into a locally convex space F we denote by A the transpose of A. That is, A is the linear mapping of E into E defined by ('Ay', x> = (y, Ax) for all x £ E and y £ F1.
An involution in E is a mapping x -> x* of E into E such that (x ) = x, (x + y I = x + y and (Xx) = Xx for all x and y in E and all complex numbers X.
A. E. NUSSBAUM [January By a pseudo-inner product we shall mean a positive Hermitian sesquilinear form, i.e. a Hermitian sesquilinear form f on E such that fix, x) > 0 for all x £ E.
We shall write ix, y) tot fix, y).
We assume the reader is familiar with J. for all x and y in E. If in addition . there exists a p-null set N such that for X i N , the sequence eAX), I < k < diX) + 1, is linearly independent, 1. 'AejXX) = Xe^iX) for all k = 1, 2, • • ■ and X £ R, 8 . the series 2 ¿yAe'iX), x)(e'{X), y) converges absolutely for every X £ R and x and y in E, 9. the function X -2dk(*x)\(e ¡\X), x)(e¡iX), y)\ belongs to Llip), and ix, y)
for all x and y in E.
If 4 holds p may be chosen such that the support of p is contained in [0, «>).
Proof. We first assume that the pseudo-inner product (x, y) is nondegenerate, i.e., is an inner product. Let H be the Hilbert space which is the completion of E with respect to the norm defined by the inner product (x, y). We denote the inner product in H again by (x, y). In either case let H = f^^ © H(X) dp(X) be a direct x in H which contains the measurable vector field X -> x(X). We also write j 0 x(X) dp(X) tot [x(X)]. The domain D(f) consists of all x = [x(X)] £ H such that f qqX ||î(À)|| dp(X) < oo. p. is a finite positive Radon measure on R whose support is equal to the spectrum of T. Thus, in case condition 4 is satisfied, the spectrum of p is contained in [0, °°).
If x e H we denote by x the element Ux £ H. If x e E, then Suppose y = /© y (X)dp(X) fot n = 1, 2, • • • . Then
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use We claim that (8) x = J 0 u^(x)dpiX) for every x e E.
Indeed, for a given x £ E suppose x = J ® x(A) dpiX).
S (x) = V A, (x', x)y -»x in the metric of H as zz -> oo. It follows (as in the case of an ordinary L -space) that there exists a subsequence (S ix)) of ÍS (x)) such that
But S (x)(X) -> zzx(x) for every X e R. Therefore zz^(x) = x(X) p-a.e. foi a fixed
x e E. This proves (8).
For every X e R let d(X) = dim H(X) (Hilbert space dimension), d is /¿-measurable-it is "the dimension function of T". We may assume that, for every 7. 'Ae'k(X) = Xe'k tot all X £ R and all k, because (e'k(X), Ax) = (è'k(X), Ax) = X(è'k(X), x) = X{e'k(X), x) tot all x £ E, X £ R and k = 1, 2,-Conditions 8 and 9 follow from the fact that Let dp be the Haar measure on OiN) normalized such that fotN) dp = 1; we recall that OiN) is compact. If / is a continuous function on S ia) we set for every x e S ia) 3}"iSNia)). Clearly ipcp)" = qb" tot all cb £ 5)(SN(a)) and p £ OiN) since the Haar measure dp is unimodular.
If T is a distribution in S Nia\ i.e. T £ 3)'iSNia)), and p £ OiN) we define a new distribution pT on S ia) by (b ->(T, p~ qS) for all (b £JJÍSNia)). We note that if T corresponds to a locally integrable function / on S ia), pT corresponds to pf. T is said to be rotation invariant if pT = T for all p £ OiN). The rotation invariant distributions on S (a) form a closed vector subspace
3)'niS Aa)) of j)'iS Aa)) Íj)'iS Aa)) is endowed with the strong dual topology).
Let 3)#(5N(a))' be the strong dual of ®%(a)ï and '#: 5)s(SN(a))'Ĵ Û iS ia)) the transpose of #.
Ji'^iS ia)); its inverse is the mapping which associates with every rotation invariant distribution T in S Aa) its restriction to i) isAa)). Thus every element in ffliS ia))' is the restriction to j)s(5 (a)) of a unique element in Jü'niSNia)).
Proof. #: 3)iSNia)) -3)"(SN(a)) is continuous and its range is ®"(SN(a)).
Therefore # is continuous and 1-1. Finally, if /: 3) (SAa)) -> J)(5n(cj)) is the natural injection of 3) (SAa))
into ÍD(5n(í3)), the transpose = CN/rooIoßN(AHlxl(2-2cos 0)H)(sin 9)N~2d9dy(X), from which follows that J-oc.F VA'/2H(2 -2 cos Ö)'/2)(sin 9)N-2d9dy(X) < oo.
(Note that the integrand is nonnegative.) Therefore, JToo/qIV^K2-2 cos 0)*)|(sin 9)N~2d9dy(X) < oo.
It follows by Fubini's theorem that J°°oo|ÜN(A!/2|x|(2 -2 cos d)*) | dy(X) < oo
for almost all 0 < 9 < n. But J"~ |fiN(A'/2|x|(2 -2 cos 9)'A) | dy(X) < oo for all 0 < 9 < n, and fiN(AH|x|(2 -2 cos 9)V*) < HN(XVl\x\(2 -2 cos 9 x)Vl) for 0 S^S^iS77 'li ^ < °-Therefore J"oo|nN(A,/2|x|(2 -2 cos Ö)1/2)| ay(A) < oo for 0 < 9 < zz. Thus pJiyA^lyl) I dy(X) < oo for all |y| < 2|*|, and since |x| < a/2 was arbitrary rjilN(\y\X>/2)\ dy (A) <oo for all \y\ < a. 
C°°(G) and iff £ D (G). From this follows that
(25) JG hix -y)if/iy)dy = 0 tot every x e G and every i/f e 2) (G).
We shall prove that (25) implies that hix) = 0 for all |x| < a. (Note that (25) trivially implies that hix) = 0 for |x| < a/2.) For N = 1, (25) may be written in the form j"0 [hix + y) + zi(x -y)]t/Ky)ay = 0 for | x| < a/2 and all if/ £ 2)"(-a/2, a/2).
If |xJ < a/2, substitute in this equation for if/ a function iff £ 2) (-a/2, a/2) which has the properties: iff > 0, supp ifi C \x\\x\ -|xA| < l/n] and /i/z aV= 1.
If we now let n -> oo we obtain that ihix + x0) + hix -x0))/2 = 0 for |x| < a/2.
Therefore hi2xQ) + hiO) = 0 (take x = xQ) and hio) = 0 (take x = xQ = O), whence M2x0) = 0. Thus hix) = 0 for all |x| < a. From this we conclude that fnQH((t2 -2tr cos 6» + r2)Vl)(sin 9)N~2d9 = 0 for all 0 < í < a/2 and 0 < r < a/2. In particular, if we let r = t, P7 r/(/(2 -2 cos <9)I/2) (sin 0)N -2 atf = 0 for 0 < t < a/2.
Jo -
If we make the substitution x = (z/2)(2 -2 cos Ö) , 0 < t < a/2, we obtain (up to the factor 2N~ l/t2(N ~2)) the equation 
Jo
Continuing this way until the exponent of (t2 -x K2 is zero we conclude that P H(2x)xN -2dx = Q for 0 < t < a/2 Jo and hence as above H(2x) = 0 for 0 < x < a/2.
If N is an even integer we first conclude using the above procedure that (27) P H(2x)xN~2(t2 -x2)-1/2ox = 0 for all 0 < t < a/2.
Multiplying both sides of (27) by t and integrating we get P ÇSH(2x)xN-2-S--dxds= P P H(2x)xN-2-f-dsdx
.MO (52-X2)'/2 J0jx (S2-X2Y/2 = P H(2x)xN-2(r2 -x2YAdx = 0 for 0 < t < a/2. Jo for all continuous functions g on 0 < u < t. Therefore, Hi2it2 -u2YA)iit2 -a2)*)""3 = 0 for 0 < a < t (note that HÍ2Ít2 -a2)'/2)((r2 -u 2)1/2)N"3 ¡s continuous on 0 < a < t even if N = 2 because Hix) = 0 for 0 < x < a/2); in particular, HÍ2t) = 0 for 0 < t < a/2. We have thus proved that HÍ2t) = 0 for 0 < t < a/2 in all cases. If we combine this result with Theorem 2 we obtain the following theorem. 2. There exists a bounded positive Radon measure y on R such that f(x) = j00^ nN(|x|A'/2)ciy(A) for all x 6 SN(a).
3. There exist bounded positive rotation invariant Radon measures p. and p2 on R such that f " ex'1 dpAt) < oo for all x e S (a) and fix) = f N eix-ldpxit) + f N ex-ldp2it) for all x £ SNia).
4. There exists a continuous radial positive definite function f. on R and a continuous radial exponentially convex function f2 on SNia) such that fix) = /j(x) + /2(x) for all x £ S ia).
Proof. (1) <=> (2). This is the content of Theorem 2. 1. / is radial positive definite in S Aa).
2. There exists a radial positive definite function f. on R such that f(x) = /j(x) for all x e S (a).
3. f is positive definite relative to the orthogonal group 0(N) and fsN(a/2) isN(a/2) f{x -y){~ WMWidxdy > 0 for all radial <f> £ C°£ (SN(a/2) ).
Proof.
(1) =* (3). This was shown in the introduction. Let 0 < r < a, then for any r < r < a and every positive number B,
HAiÁ2NiYA) ÜAiÁ2NtYA)
< Jü-(F(/) + ||aj|) < Jü-(E(r') + F(0)). In summary the following holds for a continuous function E on an interval 0 < r < a (0 < a < oo). For every N = 1, 2, 3, • • ■ let fN(x) = E(|x| 2), x £ SN(aA).
Then E has a representation of the form
1. E(r) = /~ e~Tt dp(t) if and only if fN(x) is positive definite for every N. 2. F(r) = f™ ert dp(t) if and only if fN(x) is exponentially convex for every N.
(Nussbaum [15, Theorem 2l.) 3. F(r) = /^ ert dp ( Definition 2. Let T be a distribution in a ball S A a) = \x e R |x| < a\, 0 < a < oo, in RN and G = SN(a/2).
(a) T is said to be radial positive definite if it is rotation invariant and if (T, <p*tp*)>0 for all <p e 2)(G).
(b) T is said to be positive definite relative to the orthogonal group 0(N) if it is rotation invariant and if (T, cp * cp )> 0 for all radial <A e 3)(G).
Here ch (x) = <A(-x) (= çj(x) if cp is radial) and * denotes convolution.
The following lemma has essentially been proved in the course of the proof of Theorem 2. for all cp and ifj in 3)"(SN(a/2)).
Fix 0 < 8 < a/2 and for every 0 < e < 8 let p( be a function in iASN(a/2)) such that pf > 0, [p(dx = 1 and supp p{ C ix e RN| |x| < ci. Then To prove this we construct a sequence of functions (co ) . which has the following properties:
1. co = cj * if/ where c¿ and if) £ S) (G). Theorem 7. For a distribution T on a ball S ia), 0 < a < oo, in R the following statements are equivalent:
1. T is positive definite relative to the orthogonal group.
2. There exists a radial positive definite distribution S on R and a radial exponentially convex function f. on SNia) such that T = S + f in SNia).
Theorem 8. For a distribution T on a ball S ia), 0 < a < oo, in R the following statements are equivalent:
1. T is radial positive definite in SNia).
2. T and -AT are both positive definite relative to the orthogonal group OiN).
3. There exists a radial positive definite distribution S on R such that T = S in S ia). 
